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Office 365
 The successor to Microsoft Business Productivity Online Suite (BPOS)
 Office 365 market share tripled in 2015
 60+ million active monthly commercial customer accounts

 Licensing Plans:
 Office Online

 Business Premium

 Personal

 Enterprise E1

 Home

 Enterprise E3

 Business Essentials

Faxination & Microsoft On-Premise

Native Exchange integration
Faxination SharePoint
using the Faxination MS
Connector uses standard
Exchange Connector and an
HTTP web services
Exchange ‘Foreign Connector’

Faxination & Office 365

Hosted Exchange does not
allow ‘Foreign Connectors’ and
so cannot use the Faxination
MS Exchange Connector.

Hosted SharePoint is the same
as on-premise, therefore it uses
the Faxination MS SharePoint
Connector as usual.

Faxination SMTP for Hosted Exchange

The Faxination SMTP Stack is installed
automatically with Faxination 2016.

It replaces the Universal Mail Connector host
add-on component found in earlier versions
of the software.
It uses send and receive connectors similar
to Microsoft Exchange.
Can be used with any standards-compliant
SMTP server or application.

Office 365 Outbound
Message is sent from the desktop (Outlook/OWA) to
<fax number>@<sub>.<domain>.com. Example:

3943894@fax.contoso.com
The message is delivered to the Microsoft Office 365
Exchange service. The mail server of the Microsoft
Office 365 service forwards the message to the onpremise Faxination server via SMTP.
The Faxination server receives the message, checks
permission, performs conversion, sends the
message as fax and logs the result. Delivery
notification (if configured) is sent back to the
originator via SMTP.

Office 365 Inbound
Fax is received by Faxination. Based on the fax
number, the user’s email address is retrieved and
the message is prepared for SMTP delivery.
The message is forwarded to the Microsoft Office
365 mail server.
The incoming fax message is delivered to the user’s
mailbox.

Office 365 Outbound in Detail
1. Message is sent from the desktop (Outlook/OWA) to

<faxnumber>@<sub>.<domain>.com
Example:

3943894@fax.contoso.com
2. The Microsoft Office 365 mail server checks via a DNS lookup which mail server is responsible
for the fax.contoso.com domain. The result is the Faxination server.
3. The message is routed to the fax.contoso.com domain. The Faxination SMTP Stack validates
the sending mail server through a DNS lookup (A or AAAA record).

Office 365 Outbound in Detail
4. If the mail server cannot be verified through DNS, a secondary check is performed using the
Sender Policy Framework (SPF).
5. Once the sender is validated, the message is processed via Faxination, user permissions are
checked (allowed to fax/sms) and the message is queued for the transport device (fax or
mobile connector).

NOTE: Although the Faxination server has multiple levels of
security (connector contracts, IP filtering, SSL, etc.), it is
considered best practice to use a dedicated SMTP Edge Transport
Server to avoid exposing the fax server directly to the Internet.

Office 365 Outbound in Detail
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Office 365 Inbound in Detail
1. For inbound messages, Faxination matches the routing code
(based on the number dialed to send the fax – typically the last
four digits) to a user in the SQL database (FEN_USR and FEN_IRT
tables) or Active Directory.
2. Faxination performs a DNS query to determine the mail server
responsible for the user(s).
3. The SMTP message is built using the transmission information (message body) and the fax
message (attachment). An HTML template is used to standardize the display of the message
(by default).
4. The SMTP message is delivered to the responsible mail server via standard port 25.

Migrating to Office 365

Active Directory Users are typically associated by their
Distinguished Name with the Faxination Exchange
Connector. We need to make two registry changes so that
our LDAP/GC datasource maps the “mail” attribute to the
user instead of the default “distinguishedName” and the
Address Type is “SMTP” instead of “EX”.
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Fenestrae\Extended Directory Object\
1.0\Parameters\Data\<LDAP Source>\AttributeMap
ADDRESS=mail
ADDRTYPE=“SMTP”
NOTE: The word “mail” must be in lowercase without quotes.
“SMTP” must be in uppercase with double-quotes.

Sender Policy Framework (SPF)
•

SPF is an email validation system designed to prevent email spam by verifying the sender’s IP
address. This allows the email system to detect “spoofing” attempts.

•

SPF records are created and stored as part of the Domain Name System (DNS).

•

Mail servers use DNS to ensure that mail from a given domain is authorized to use the mail system.
Messages from unauthorized domains are rejected.

•

For more information, see:

http://www.spfwizard.net
NOTE: To maximize compatibility, your SPF record should be restricted to a single line.
Do not create multi-line SPF records.
•

Configure the Faxination SMTP Stack to only accept messages from your SMTP domain.

Changes for your End Users

Faxination does not utilize client software and relies upon existing Microsoft technologies to
route outbound faxes through on-premise Exchange to the Faxination MS Exchange
Connector using the ‘fax’ address space and foreign connectors.

Office 365 does not support these technologies, therefore the FAX address space is no
longer available to your end-users. Business Fax contacts in the Outlook Address Book also
rely on this FAX address space relationship and will no longer work.

+31703015151@fax.contoso.com

Questions?

Thank you
Adrian Holmes (adrianh@fenestrae.com)

